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Abstract: One of the crucial and utilized simulator for mobile 

ad hoc network is the NS3 (Network Simulator). NS3 executes 
simulation scenarios and produces data regarding which flow 
monitor (flowMon) files are counted one of the important used 
format for estimating the research proposal. This article will 
introduce a novel framework to facilitate the simulation process in 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Generally speaking, when 
network researchers need to evaluate the experiments, there is 
generally the necessity to estimate the different models advantages 
by computing a set of QoS metrics to understand the network 
performance impact in such scenario. Network simulators, and 
NS3 specifically, need important program writing from the 
researcher to consolidate simulation results. This article states a 
contribution for NS3 composed of a new Framework that tends to 
make it less complicated to obtain and plot various QoS network 
performance metrics. This framework generates and runs 
simulations using common simulation parameters, such as 
velocity, mobility models, and number of nodes automatically. It 
also contains permits to parse through the generated flow that 
contain several essential metrics a researcher may need in order to 
analyze the simulation, such as end-to-end delay, lost packet, and 
throughput. 
 

Keywords: Simulation Framework Design, Manet, Network 
Simulator, NS3, Flow Monitor.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since computing devices networks are becoming more 

expansive and complicated, the require for reliable and 
scalable simulator technology is crucial. Regardless of 
evolution to large scale simulations for wireless network, 
simulations play an essential part when it comes to scalability, 
reproducibility, and quick prototyping in academic wireless 
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network research [1]. 
The simulation-based method could be studied in detail 

with changing data applications and field conditions. It will 
also provide useful and exploitable output data. However, this 
method does not scale well when the complexity and scope of 
the networks increases. The accelerated evolution of 
communication networks output that has been observed over 
the past decade makes this method time consuming, if not 
impossible for large-scale implementations. 

Consequently, effective simulation approaches for such 
networking models have turn out to be an important problem. 
You can find many network simulators (open source, 
commercial), that offer different features [2], such as NS3 [3], 
NS2 [4], NetSim, OMNeT++, OPNET, QualNet, J-Sim [5], 
and REAL. 

NS3 is amongst the most extensively utilized network 
simulators [6], and it is commonly utilized for academic 
research due to its extensibility (since it is open source) and 
free online documentation. NS3 is quite popular for routing 
simulations and ad hoc networking research. The platform 
provides support for several protocols such as UDP, TCP, and 
numerous different routing protocols. We can also define 
network topology and the scenario that is executed by the NS3 
modules. NS3 even enables users to monitor various network 
events as well as all network traffic, which is recorded using 
the tracing module during the simulation. 

Tracing technique is one of the most essential mechanisms 
in NS3, as it assists the researcher in gathering statistics that 
capture the behavior of the simulation and producing an 
output for further study. It supports different file types, such 
as Trace files or Flow Monitor files. This study will use Flow 
Monitor files, since Trace files typically require a 
considerable amount of disk space and the simulation 
performance is degraded by I/O operations. On the other 
hand, however, Flow Monitor files calculate statistics during 
simulation runs. One experiment [7] concluded that using 
Trace files can make simulations take up to 6 or 7 times longer 
when compared to the Flow Monitor approach, where 
statistics gathering occurs while the simulation is in operation. 

The flow Monitor file generated using the flow monitoring 
module makes collecting and saving the network performance 
data much easier. The Flow Monitor automatically detects all 
flows passing through the network and then stores it in an 
XML file. The Flow Monitor relies heavily on the NS3 
Callback and Attribute mechanisms for the simulations 
wireless network. Nevertheless, the analysis of Flow Monitor 
files can be very frustrating when attempting to get results 
from a scaling simulation.  
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The objective of this study derives from the fact that 
conducting a complex series of simulations smoothly and 
efficiently will lead to accelerated network research and 
enhance the overall deliverability of the results. Simulator 
Framework, the proposed tool for NS3 (SFNS3), accepts any 
of the produced  

Flow Monitor files and stores them in the database for 
further analysis.  

Afterwards, the user can retrieve a significant number of 
statistics concerning network performance, such as Lost 
Packet, End-to-End Delay, Throughput, and Jitter. 

SFNS3 can be used to process all of the generated files at 
once. The simulation event information that occurred during 
the simulation is stored in the produced Flow Monitor files. 
Nevertheless, for the researchers of this study, the analysis of 
Flow Monitor files became tedious when attempting to obtain 
the desired results. 

Thus, by developing SFNS3, the researchers wanted to 
offer a tool which will shorten and speed-up the simulation 
evaluation results. Moreover, SFNS3 designs to automate the 
entire simulation process by allowing the user to insert 
parameters describing the simulation. Throughout the 
development of SFNS3, we gave to users the occasion to get 
essential data and QoS metrics. However, a user can be 
concerned in exact metric that SFNS3 does not offer for the 
time being. Consequently, to address this, we provided the 
user an opportunity to execute sql request directly to the 
database and consult each generated file. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II 
provide similar works that have been developed. Section III 
introduces SFNS3, presents its concepts, and explains the 
architecture challenges that occurred throughout 
advancement. Section IV evaluates essential elements in 
SFNS3s setup plus shows the main process for Flow Monitor 
file. Section V presents what SFNS3 provides to accomplish 
the evaluation of Flow Monitor files and describes all of the 
different functionalities. Section VI illustrates actual uses and 
results. The study will then be concluded in Section VII by 
providing perspective to the results. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Equivalent software have already been created that 
generate statistics related to network simulation performance. 
Such as NS2 [8] for MANET, and [9] for WiMAX networks. 
Trace Graph [10], [11] is tool evaluation of trace file based on 
NS2 architecture, offering several analysis choices, with 
many different charts and statistical reports. It is developed in 
MATLAB [12] and could be assembled to execute without 
MATLAB. it provides also to the capacity, to get valuable 
statistics within a graphical user interface from a given NS2 
trace file. The set of statistics contained QoS network metrics. 
In addition, it generates both 2D and 3D graphs for metrics for 
example: mean sums, delay, throughput, jitter. 

JTrana citeqian2008jtrana is NS2 wireless trace analyzer 
developed on Java used to study NS2 wireless simulation 
using a graphical user interface. JTranas functions include the 
production of overall network information as well as the 
plotting many charts performance metrics. It can handle wired 
and wireless trace files format. besides, you can save the 

output trace file to MySQL database for exploitation later. 
Similar to JTrana, JDNA [13] is developed to analyze and 

process the trace file using the NS-2 simulator. It can parse 
and plot the results output, the biggest drawback for in this 
tool it comes with four performance metrics, and this is a 
limited performance metrics. 

NS2 Trace Analyzer [14], [15], [16] is developed in C++, 
and it is compatible with all OS. Similar to the prior tools, 
NS2 Trace Analyzer could be utilized to receive popular 
network data based on the trace file output in the simulation 
process. However, this tool does not allow users to produce 
graphs about the data retrieved from the simulation. These 
tools offer valuable data concerning a particular scenario. 
Consequently, all metrics and outcomes belong to one 
specified situation. Additionally, these tools do not offer the 
user to manipulate outcome files. To obtain data concerning a 
different simulation, the user opened the resulting output 
separately, and it is a slow process, time-consuming, and it 
could be suitable for small files. However, in terms of 
simulations that generate big files, this approach could be 
considered inefficient. Furthermore, It is up to him to keep 
them well prepared and secure. 

When it comes to efficiency during trace file loading, the 
aforementioned tools act effectively for small date output. 
However, the performance deteriorates significantly, in terms 
of severe simulations that generate trace files within 100 
MBs. 

Lastly, J-Sim [17], [18] is a Java tool, free, and open source 
simulator centered around the concept of Autonomous 
Element Structure. Consequently, each element can be 
independently developed. Furthermore, the method elements 
communicate in terms of information exchanges is particular. 
J-Sim is platform independent due to its programming 
language. Aside from that, J-Sim also could utilize in addition 
to script languages such as Python or Tcl in NS2. 

The authors of this study [19], shed light on how to benefit 
from v.2 of the network simulator so that it can reduce the 
complexity of its use for university students, since comparing 
the existing tools was not enough. The authors of this study 
developed a tool called GUINs2 in order to allow students to 
use NS-2 even if they have no experience working with scripts 
and line orders. 

So, we founded many tools proposed in the literature, such 
as NS2 Trace Analyzer[16], Trace Graph[15], and JTrana 
[20] provided users the ability to evaluate MANET 
performances and generating numerous statistics, 
measurements, and charts. Otherwise, we found that they leak 
NS3 support, extensibility, multi-threading, limited metrics, 
limited statistics graphs. In our work, we will try to propose a 
solution named SFNS3 that will help us to solve all those 
issues. 

III.  SFNS3 OVERVIEW 

SFNS3 is designed to provide an analogous function 
however it is focused on NS3 instead of NS2.  
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SFNS3 allows execute a script that containt the information 
about all the simulation context in a GUI. The simulation 
input utilised to create Flow Monitor records that are 
eventually subjected to evaluation akin to the processes of the 
previously mentioned simulation evaluation tools. The 
overall objective of this study is to propose a tool run an entire 
simulation and its evaluation in a very straightforward, 
simple, and strong manner. 

SFNS3 is a tool originally created to help analyze 
simulation of network, flowMon files as well as their 
structural design in Fig.1, SFNS3 is a multi-tenancy, 
three-tiered architecture: user interface presentation layer, 
calculation and processing company layer, and data storage 
database layer. In SFNS3, these are distinct layers. The 
business layer itself is indicated as the core. In addition, 
SFNS3 follows the architectural pattern of 
Model-View-Controller (MVC). For performance 
considerations, the database server and the SFNS3 server can 
be placed on the same machine or distributed across separate 
computer servers. 

 

 
Fig. 1 SFNS3 architecture. 

 
In this section, along with how they eased, an assessment of 

the design problems that emerged during SFNS3 
development will be provided. In addition, the architecture of 
the instruments will be evaluated as it was created on the basis 
of the goals it was intended. 

A. Issues with the design 

One of SFNS3’s primary objectives is to help analyze the 

performance of network protocols, using tracing files or 
flowMon files is one of the techniques used to achieve metric 
performance. We concentrated on NS3 flowMon documents 
produced through the Flow Monitor module in this research. 
The objective of the module is to provide a flexible scheme 
for measuring network protocol efficiency. The module 
utilizes probes mounted on network nodes to monitor the 
node exchanged packets and will evaluate multiple metrics. 

Packets are split by their respective flow. Where every flow 
define using the flow tuple: protocol, source (IP, port), 
destination (IP, port). We can save the data collected for each 

flow in XML format with the extension flowMon. In addition, 
to request particular statistics about each stream, the user can 
access information directly. The primary output of the model 
is formatted XML report concerning flow statistics. An 
illustration of the same is done in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 FlowMon XML structure. 

 
Starting with FlowMonitor::FlowStats, the flowMon File has 
XML architecture for each flow with a unique identifier that 
defines the flow that has occurred, preceded by data about that 
flow. A further comprehensive description of the individual 
characteristics in the data structure flow follows. The 
following characteristics can be found in 
FlowMonitor::FlowStats for each flow: timeFirstTxPacket, 
timeFirstRxPacket, timeLastTxPacket, timeLastRxPacket, 
delaySum, jitterSum, lastDelay, txBytes, rxBytes, txPackets, 
rxPackets, timeForwarded, lostPackets. There was the same 
structure in every flowMon file. Consequently, coding the 
Flow file structure within the source code instruments could 
be a very simple way to implement the flowMon file 
recognition process. This way, upon a flowMon file being 
given as an input, it can be possible to match its configuration 
and save it. In addition, the previously mentioned flowMon 
file format contains some extra tags depending on the 
configuration of the simulation situation and the types of 
packets that pass through the simulated network. Finally, 
another problem that emerged during SFNS3 design and 
execution was the transfer of the outputs data for storage in 
the database. It is usual for a simulation to produce a large size 
output files, and as a result, it becomes a critical problem to 
handle all the generated files. SFNS3’s implement flowMon 

file detection and processing after that, it save the output data 
to the database using python that is highly effective in those 
scenario. we try to provide the lowest possible transfer time to 
the local database. 

IV. SFNS3 ARCHITECTURE 

As can be seen in Figure, SFNS3 is based on three-layer 
architecture. 1 The primary level is that of User Interaction 
Management Presentation 
Layer.  
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The layer makes use of the graphical interface whereby the 
user can communicate with SFNS3, the layer of presentation 
transfers the requests of the user to the layer of business as a 
platform for real processing and calculation.  

The Business Layer takes charge of the demands of the user 
and performs the entire procedure. The Business Layer 
comprises of several distinct modules, each of which is 
accountable for a distinct job, to enable all the distinct 
activities that SFNS3 conducts. The Main Processing Module 
is accountable for identifying, parsing, and storing file 
flowMon, which is one of the key processes for SFNS3. It is 
also responsible for the calculation of the General Simulation 
data and the General Node Information, and it is the 
responsibility of the Charts module to plot each type of chart. 
It is the responsibility of the Database access layer to store 
data in the local database or to return the information 
demanded by the Business Layer. The access layer of the 
Database only interacts with the form of the Business layer 
which either gets data for storage database. 

A. Database 

SFNS3’s Database use a PostgreSQL as Database 

Management System (DBMS) where all flowMon file data is 
stored. The database includes several tables to save the 
processed the flowMon documents and all the gathered data 
from the simulation. Apart from the tables with flowMon file 
data, another table exists that contains the performance 
metrics shaped out when a flowMon file is loaded into 
SFNS3. Thus, every time a user loads the results of simulation 
from the database, it is not necessary for the tool to create the 
measurements. Conversely, as with the data from the flowmon 
file, all measurements offered by Flow Monitor are loaded 
from the database so that there is a reduction of the loading 
time. One of SFNS3’s primary advantages is multithreading, 

which enables various simulations to be run simultaneously. 
All simulations are running in the system as a thread. 
Multi-threading, therefore, leads through multitasking to the 
greatest usage of the CPU. In a multiprocessor architecture, 
using multithreading, each thread can operate on a distinct 
processor in parallel, and this increases system 
competitiveness in direct comparison to a single processor 
scheme, where only one thread can operate on a processor at a 
moment, and it is more cost-effective to use threads as they 
distribute processor resources more efficiently. 

The author discusses the most remarkable and unique 
characteristics of SFNS3 in this chapter and discusses this 
tool’s structure and core. 

In various applications, the XML file was used to organize 
the content generated in a structured format. It is observable 
that the exploitation of the XML file is very common and 
results in more vigorous and adaptable apps. On the other 
hand, SFNS3 uses flowMon XML file in the various steps of 
generating, processing and analyzing stored data. 

Each flowMon file has to be properly read. So, All 
generated flowMon files will be processed by SFNS3. If we 
have an empty SFNS3 file, we skip it. Fig 2 describes the 
structure of a flowMon XML, and displays a number of flow 
lines in a XML format. The distinct fields for each Flows are 
based on the following fields: timeFirstTxPacket, 
timeFirstRxPacket, timeLastTxPacket, timeLastRxPacket, 

timeLastRxPacket, delaySum, jitterSum, lastDelay, txBytes, 
rxBytes, txPackets, timeForwarded. These lines contain 
information about the actual flows of a flowMon file as 
described by the flowMon manual [7]. We use the class 
showed in Fig. 3 to save the information that we gather from 
the flowMon File. 

 
-name flowId -type number 
-name timeFirstTxPacket -type number -name timeFirstRxPacket 

-type number 
-name timeLastTxPacket -type number -name timeLastRxPacket 

-type number 
-name delaySum -type number 
-name jitterSum -type number -name lastDelay -type number 
-name txBytes -type number -name rxBytes -type number 
-name txPackets -type number -name rxPackets -type number 
-name lostPackets -type number 
-name timesForwarded -type number 

Fig. 3 Flow class. 

B. FlowMon file recognition process 

The processing of flowMon files is one of SFNS3’s most 

critical processes, and the manner it has been applied 
distinguishes SFNS3 from other comparable proposed 
solutions. SFNS3 allows users to extract, readings, calculate 
and plot graphs from flowMon files. To analyze the 
information in a flowMon file, you must first read the XML 
data file. The general idea of the system shown in Fig. 4 for 
analyzing, identifying and storing a flowMon information. 
And there’s a Fig. 5. The rest of this subsection is defined The 

method of identification of flowMon files is the operation in 
which SFNS3 tries to read the specified flowMon file as an 
input. 

 
Fig. 4 Simulation running steps. 

SFNS3 loaded All flowMon files one by one, after that, it 
get the characteristics in each flow with the corresponding 
fields.  
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This process remains until the end of all flows of the 
flowMon file. If there is no flow, the flowMon file will be 
ignored. 

 
Fig. 5 FlowMon file identification and data transfer 

procedure. 
All the data provided in the simulation input such as the 

number of nodes, sink number, used protocols, used mobility 
models, speeds, pause times, and other fields. All the fields 
related to simulation data presented in the class shown in Fig. 
6. All flows are loaded and the data process begin to a 
designed table in the database. This table have as many 
columns as all the different fields identified in the flowMon 
file. If the flow lines have more fields than the standard 
structure described by flowMon, then the data process ignore 
those fields without break the execution. 

For all remaining files, SFNS3 repeat this job until all 
produced files are treated. The data transfer mechanism 
following the reading of the flowMon file as described above. 
It is one of SFNS3’s most significant modules and therefore 

the author in Algorithm 1 provides a more comprehensive 
explanation of it. 

V. SFNS3 ANALYSIS 

This section offers a overview of SFNS3’s key processes 

and features. An overview of earlier analyzed problems (i.e. 
classification of a flowMon file) and the new features that 
offered only by SFNS3 to automate the full simulation 
process. SFNS3 is not only a tool for processing and storing 
flowMon files, it also paves the way for a user to launch NS3 
scripts. To run the simulation so far, the researcher had to run 
NS3 and then use script bash or spreadsheet software to 
manually obtain and draw data. SFNS3 enables the user to 
select the NS3 script that he wishes to perform, provide it as 
an input, and then SFNS3 invokes it. An analysis of the 
resulting file is done by bringing into play the entire 
procedure explained in Section IV. Through that, the way the 
resulting files are generated, parsed, an analysis is done and 
the files are stored in the database without any further concern 
of the user. 

A. Simulation execution 

The first step is to begin parsing the output files from the 
execution stage of the simulation and load the produced file 
that matched the overall configuration of the simulation. After 
this task, the flowMon file will be read as an XML file, parsed 

based on the flows, and when we eventually get to the end of 
the file, the processing of information will commence. 
Finally, the data about the produced documents saved in a 
particular table must be placed in the database upon the 
completion of the processing and parsing stage. 

-name ns3DirectoryPath -type char 
-name outputPath -type char 
-name simulationDirectory -type char 
-name bonmotionFileTemplate -type char 
-name protocol -type list 
-name speed -type list 
-name pauseTime -type list 
-name mobilityModel -type list 
-name nodeNumber -type list 
-name sink -type number 
-name repetitionNumber -type number 
-name threadNumber -type number 
-name totalTime -type number 
-name simulationFiles -type one2many ref “flowMon 
file” 

Fig. 6 Simulation information class. 

B. Statistics calculation 

Procedures of processing and storage for flowMon records 
proceeded by the stage in which SFNS3 computes all the 
simulation documents collected. These metrics are 
automatically computed without involving any user. 

1) General simulation information: The overall simulation 
data calculated for the input includes data such as simulation 
duration, the number of threads, the number of nodes, the 
number of sinks, the protocols chosen, the used -name 
simulation -type many2one “Simulation Information class” 

-name flowNumber -type number name timeFirstTxPacket 
-type number -name timeFirstRxPacket -type number 

-name timeLastTxPacket -type number -name 
timeLastRxPacket -type number 
-name delaySum -type number 
-name jitterSum -type number -name lastDelay -type 
number 
-name txBytes -type number -name rxBytes -type number 
-name txPackets -type number -name rxPackets -type 
number 
-name lostPackets -type number 
-name timesForwarded -type number 
-name meanDelay -type number 
-name meanJitter -type number 
-name meanTransmittedPacketSize -type number 
-name meanTeceivedPacketSize -type number 
-name meanTransmittedBitrate -type number 
-name meanReceivedBitrate -type number 
-name meanHopCount -type number 
-name packetLossRatio -type number 
-name packetDeliveryRatio -type number 
-name throughput -type number 

Fig. 7 Simulation output class. 
models of mobility, the speeds values, the pause times. The 
used NS3 simulation file in the scratch directory is adapted to 
receive all those values as 
parameter. 
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Lastly, the following additional information is presented for 
flowMon files: the number of flows generated and bytes 
transmitted as well as the number of bytes received for each 
flow, the lost packet and all the information supported by 
flowMon file as shown in Fig. 8. This allows the user to get 
rapidly other data about the ran simulation. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Simulation main view. 

 
2) Node specific information: Apart from the general 

simulation data that is calculated by SFNS3, the user will be 
able to get other specific information on a particular 
simulation node. After the flowMon file Processing is carried 
out, and the simulation data user can derive matching 
information through the collection of a a specific node. Such 
information includes statistics such as Number of Sent, 
Received, Packets and bytes forwarded and the number of 
generated packets for that node. 

 
Algorithm 1 Simulation execution algorithm. 

 
 
3) QoS parameters: QoS parameters can also be extracted 

via SFNS3 are delivery rates in packets and throughput, 
minimum and maximum of end to end delay, average end to 
end delay, average jitter delay, minimum and maximum of 
jitter delay, and ratio of lost packet. The results showed after 
all the suitable calculation have been execute. If no 

communication exists between the nodes, no flowMon file 
can be generated by the simulation. 

4) Plotting charts: The researcher can plot various graphs 
based on the saved data after the process stage of flowMon 
file. A graph plot activated by default via the “Results” button 

in the SFNS3 simulation input primary interface as showed by 
Fig. 9. 

 
Fig. 9 SFNS3 actions. 

 
The primary benefit of SFNS3 is that the graphs provided 

are unlimited; you can see the mix of chosen protocols, 
number of nodes, speeds, mobility models and QoS metrics 
such as, delivery rate as well throughput, jitter delay, and 
packet loss ratio. Drawing of the charts can be done using 
linear charts or bar charts or the simulation results can be 
exported by the user as CSV file, taking advantage of other 
drawing tools. Metrics presented in Fig. 7 can be chosen as 
the QoS to make a drawing of a chart as presented in the Fig. 
10. After setting, then the plotting of the chart is done 
automatically. 

 
Fig. 10 Change the metric to lost packet. 

C. User initiated SQL queries 

SFNS3 has a database table in which the information of all 
the flowMon file is stored, the table structure is based on the 
flowMon XML structure. The table columns are as many as 
the XML file’s fields. Having continuously stored all the data 

of each produced file in the database paves the way for their 
reuse on demand without having to reload again.  
Although the general simulation data and metrics generated 
by SFNS3 cover up the most prevalent statistics that a user 
may want about simulation, there is always the case that 
someone may show interest in a other specific metric that 
SFNS3 is not currently offering 
this is why we add to the user the 
SQL inquiries directly to the 
database.  
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The user can defined the simulation parameters and indicate 
the script for simulation to be tested, and SFNS3 would have 
execute all the stages shown in Fig. 4 And Fig. 5. So, SFNS3 
can run the entire operation and return all the results in a way 
that is user-friendly, robust and compact. SFNS3 thus seeks to 
promote the need for a more robust and programmed strategy 
to facilite the simulation process. 

VI. SFNS3 USAGES AND RESULTS 

In this section, we present SFNS3 utilization sample by 
opening a new simulation and showing the data, the tools can 
obtain. The authors present the computation of simulation 
data input, and the generated graphs that can be obtained 
using SFNS3. Table- I offers the parameters of simulation that 
we used in our experiment, there were 30 wireless nodes in the 
situation used to build the sample simulation. 

  
Table- I: Simulation setups. 

Attributes Values 

Physical and MAC layer 802.11b 

Number of nodes 30 

Mobility Model ManhattanGrid 

Simulation Time 200s 

Packet size 256 bytes 

Protocols OLSR, OLSRDS 

Speed 3,6,9,15,18,21,24,27,30 

Transmission Range 40 m 

Area 1000m X 1000m 

Simulator NS3 

 
The generated flowMon files generated by SFNS3 will be 

processed as outlined in Section IV were used to make all the 
hard work for us. When analyzing and processing the 
flowMon file, its contents are viewable from a interface view 
as shown in Fig. 8, another characteristic distinctive to SFNS3 
is to allow users to get all the information they might require 
made available and ready to use. The views are developed 
based on the XML file used to define the flowMon file and 
process it. In addition, it also provided the overall simulation 
data composed of statistics on the scenario. 

As well as additional fields concerning the simulation 
information such as the number of flows, the overall data can 
be regarded. The readings in the tools are automatically after 
the successful transfer to the database of the flowMon file. 

A. Simulation parameters extraction 

Once a flowMon file is added to SFNS3 or encumbered 
from the catalog, multiple QoS parameters like Throughput, 
End to End Delay, Jitter, and Packet Loss Ratio can be 
obtained. These parameters are the most useful to study 
network simulation efficiency. 

The rate of Packet delivery is calculated through the 
dividing of the number of packets sent and received 
effectively between the nodes chosen at the moment the first 
and last packets arrived between the nodes. In order to 
calculate the throughput, we split the number of bits 
effectively sent and received between the chosen nodes at the 
moment of entry of the first and last bit. An evaluation of the 
End to End Delay for each packet between the two nodes is 
carried out through the calculation of the time interval 

between the moment of transmission and the moment of entry 
of each packet passed from the source node to the destination 
node. The Jitter associated metrics are calculated on the basis 
of the RFC 3550[21]. The ratio of Packet Loss is evaluated 
through the calculation of all the packets sent and received 
between the two nodes, dividing their difference by the 
packets sent and multiplying by 100. 

B. Chart plotting 

A useful functionality provided by SFNS3 is to draw 
different graphs based on the processed data, as shown in Fig. 
11, Fig. 12 Of course, and Fig. Fig. 13. The graphs can refer to 
either to the evolution of QoS metrics (such as Packet 
Delivery Rate, Throughput, Delay Jitter, and Packet Loss 
Ratio) in relation of node number, velocities, mobility model. 
There are innumerable combination of graphs that can be 
obtained using SFNS3. 

 
Fig. 11. Lost packets over speed in pivot type. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Lost packets over speed in bar chart type. 
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Fig. 13. Lost packets ratio over speed in line chart 

type. 
 
In addition, we can permit between x-axis and y-axis in the 

plot area. Finally, the user can change many chart parameters 
and see the immediate results for each choice of parameters. 
Figure shows an instance of selecting a metric to recover all 
lost packets from the Fig. 10. 

C. Executing NS3 scripts via SFNS3 

Every scenario of NS3 simulation is defined and built using 
the language of C++ scripting. A user can build simulation 
scenario that test protocols performances in application 
context. The user must invoke the script as a parameter after 
generating the C++ script for it to be executed. Upon 
completion of the simulation, the user must run the flowMon 
files process intervention to automatically get the final 
outcomes. While these are the steps to perform a specific 
simulation situation, SFNS3 allows the user to execute a C++ 
script and carry out all the simulation scenario combination, 
after that, locate the resultant flowMon file, and begin the 
flowMon file analysis process. 

D. SFNS3 results 

In this section, we make a presentation of timing outcomes 
on the processes outlined in Section IV, including recognizing 
the flowMon documents, parsing, processing, and ultimately 
shifting their data to the database. We have shown that SFNS3 
does not only manage to handle all distinct types of flowMon 
files by using flowMon, but it does so extremely fast. 
Therefore, we present outcomes for a multitude of flowMon 
file dimensions in Figure 14 concerning the above processes. 

 
Fig. 14. Processing time results to FlowMon file. 

 
Based on previous outcomes, it is clear that SFNS3 

manages to maintain their time of processing exceptionally 

low even for large flowMon files. For flowMon files up to 10 
MB in size, the time of execution is minimal and does not 
increase significantly, although the processing time starts to 
grow after an almost linear increase for flowMon file sizes 
exceeding 10 MB. We also present a comparison between 
SFNS3 and other common simulation analysis tools: 
Tracegraph and jTrana tools have been described in Section 
II, they are among the most commonly used to process 
simulation output fils, but one of their primary drawbacks is 
the amount of moment they need to open the file [22]. As we 
have shown above, in this assignment, SFNS3 performs 
extremely well. A comprehensive comparison between these 
tools and SFNS3 is therefore presented in Figure 15: 

 
Fig. 15. File processing time comparison. 

 
The size files produced in the wireless simulations for all 

three tools were the same. We physically calculated the time it 
took for each tool to open the file. In addition, we repeat the 
measurements multiple times and calculated the mean value 
to achieve more precise outcomes. As it can rapidly deduce 
from the above figure, SFNS3 produces timings that are 
significantly lower than the other two tools. This fact gets to 
be more evident if we reflect on that the most important 
processing time for SFNS3s is for the 36 MB file and even 
that the time for processing time is smaller than the time it 
takes for the other two tools to process the 3MB size file. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a simulation tool called SFNS3 
which seeks to automate the process simulation from the 
execution of NS3 scripts until analyzing the results and 
generate the graphs. To achieve these goals, SFNS3 
introduces the new idea that allows the users to rendered and 
manipulated their simulation. In addition, one of SFNS3’s 

enhancement is to speed up the entire simulation process from 
configuration simulation, process stage, and generate distinct 
simulation graphs. During this task, however, similar tools 
were not very productive and required a fair amount of time to 
collect the result from all the files generated. 

As we described carefully in Section VI, the use of 
flowMon allowed SFNS3 to perform this job considerably 
(up to 100 times quicker) decreases the time process 
compared to other popular tools.  
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Another specific feature of SFNS3 is the capability to 
amass all simulation files that have been generated in the 
database instead of handling theme directly from the disk. In 
addition, SFNS3 helped to extract a range of simulation QoS 
statistics, and graphs and export all the simulation results in 
CSV or Excel format. In plus SFNS3 enabled the execution of 
C++ simulation scripts and keep the generated files organized 
in folder without further user involvement. 

For now, SFNS3 is able to offer an easy-to-use framework 
for simulations to graph analysis, but the C++ scripts must be 
build using NS3 before launch the simulations process. 
However, many researchers who are not acquainted with C++ 
and NS3 may want to use a straightforward interface to 
prepare easy typologies for testing distinct situations without 
learning all the distinct parameters needed by NS3 
parameters. In that sense, we will work towards the 
improvement of the user interface from which to design a 
simulation interface. Using the techniques already provided 
by SFNS3, a C++ script can be prepared and performed. 
Since SFNS3 is elaborated in a modular approach following 
the main beliefs of object oriented programming (OOP) and 
using XML, we think that extending the functionality of the 
SFNS3 it will be a great enhancement in mobile 
communication fields. 
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